Optical spectra of protected diamine 10-bond-bridged intervalence radical cations related to N,N,N'N'-tetraalkylbenzidine.
The optical absorption spectra of the delocalized intervalence radical cations of seven o,o'-linked benzidine derivatives that have the nitrogens protected as 9-(9-aza-bicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-3-one) derivatives are discussed and compared with that of the p-phenylene radical cation. The linking units are CH2, CH2CH2, NMe, S, SO2, and C=O, and we also studied H,H (the unlinked benzidine). The lowest-energy absorption band is assigned as the transition from the antibonding combination of symmetrical N and aromatic orbitals to the antibonding combination of the antisymmetric N and aromatic orbitals using TD-DFT calculations, and a good correlation between the observed transition energies and those calculated using the simple Koopmans theorem-based "neutral in-cation geometry" calculations on the UB3LYP/6-31G* structures is found. The use of the two-state model that equates the electronic interaction through the bridge between the amino groups with half of the lowest transition energy is seriously incorrect for these and other delocalized intervalence compounds. The problem of extracting the electronic interactions that actually are involved from calculated transition energies is discussed.